SPML-BLUE:

Wireless Bluetooth Speaker Microphone

The NEW Cobalt SPML-BLUE is the Bluetooth-enabled version of
our popular SPML Remote Speaker Microphone, which connects
wirelessly to any of our Cobalt Radio Adapters, and is compatible with
the optional Cobalt BT-PTT wireless Bluetooth PTT (sold separately).

FEATURES:

W!

Great sounding transmit and receive audio,
just like the wired version!

NE

Compact size: measures only 3” H x 2” W x
.6” D (excluding clip).
Lightweight: weighs less than 2.5 ounces.
Simple controls make operation easy!

1 YEAR

Integrated PTT button. To transmit, use either
the PTT button on the side of the SPML-BLUE
or on the Cobalt radio adapter.

WARRANTY

Also compatible with the optional Cobalt BTPTT wireless Bluetooth PTT (sold separately).

Front firing speaker
Microphone

Long battery life: up to 11 hours active under
typical operating conditions. USB wall charger
included.
Spring loaded metal reinforced clothing clip
PTT
Button

Durable polycarbonate housing.
Accessory/Charging Jack

Clothing Clip
Status LED
Multifunction Button

Built-in earphone jack for additional privacy
and security. Compatible with standard 3.5
mm earphone plug such as our KLSH, KLEL,
or KLSC.

BLUE-MIC:

Bluetooth Surveillance Kit

Bluetooth Lapel Microphone technology has arrived!
The new BLUE-MIC delivers a full 12 hour shift talk time (typical),
easy pairing, no connectivity loss, and a fully functional PTT.

12-Hour Talk Time!
Other features include:
Volume control
USB charging port
Directional mic
(sensitive to a whisper)
Clothing Clip
3.5 mm ear kit pack
(listen only ear kits sold
separately)
Rechargeable/replaceable
battery

16000

$

Ear Bud Speaker Kit
Included.
Directional
Microphone

Wireless Push-to-Talk
Button

Volume Up/Down buttons

And most importantly:
A strategically placed pairing
light on the back side of the
module!

Heavy Duty Clip

The BLUE-MIC can be paired with
our BLUE 2-way radio adapters and
other BT devices, including
mobile phones.

Multi-function Button
Power On/Off Switch • BT Pairing

15000

$

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

Because receive audio volume is controlled
using the radio’s volume control, this product is
not recommended for use with our BLUE-MOBILE series adapters that have fixed level
receive audio.
Cobalt KLSH-S3.5 ear kit shown with SPML-BLUE.
Earphone sold separately.

3.5 mm Ear Kit Jack
Earphone Jack

USB Charging Port
(Charger Included)
Pairing LED Light
(Hidden on back for
covert use)

cobaltav.com
1.800.264.6021

BLUE-MIC BT surveillance kit includes
acoustic tube ear speaker for
listening. Other ear kits available.

WIRELESS ADAPTERS:

for Portable 2-way Radios
Cobalt Blue™ Wireless Bluetooth Adapters allow compatible BT headsets and other audio
devices to connect with portable 2-way radios. BLUE pairs easily with Cobalt BT-TOP
adapters for muff headsets, SPML-BLUE speaker mics, BLUE-MIC surveillance kits,
the BLUE-HS headset, and the BLUE-PTT wireless tx switch. It will also pair with many
other BT headsets.

HD
1 YEAR

The adapter will remember paired components even when turned off. Patented “smart
switch” feature automatically routes radio audio and mic to BT or wired accessory. When no
audio accessory is connected, audio and mic are routed to radio’s internal speaker and mic.
This feature does not work on all radios.

WARRANTY

BLUE-MHT

BLUE-IMC

BLUE-KMC*

BLUE-MBO

*Kenwood radios may require reprogramming in order to provide power to the BLUE-KMC.
Some older Kenwood radios may be incompatible. Contact COBALT for compatibility.

BLUE-PTT

Multi-pin radio adapters shown on page 20 are powered by the connected radio (no adapter
battery).
Some adapters feature Herose quick-disconnect jacks allowing use of Cobalt QD wired
audio accessories when not using BT accessories--without removing adapter from radio.
Adapters shown on page 21 contain a rechargeable Li-ion battery and come with wall
charger. Typical battery life about 12 hours before requiring recharging. The battery
powered adapters are available in a longer cord version (at no extra charge), positioning
PTT where it is easier to reach and improving wireless rang. Specify LC after part number
such as BLUE-MSC-LC.
** Portable radio connectors not shown are supported by
purchasing the quick disconnect audio adapter for that
radio with the BLUE-HER quick disconnect BT adapter.

BLUE-MXT

BLUE-HYT

BLUE-VNM
BLUE-MSC

BLUE-HAR

BLUE-KSC

BLUE-VSS2S
BLUE-HER**
BLUE-APX

BLUE-HYP

BLUE-MBX
BLUE-VTC
BLUE-ISC2S

BLUE-IFR

BLUE-VSC

BLUE-MEX

All adapters on this side of page are priced @ $125.00
except for BLUE-PTT @$135.00

All adapters on this side of page are priced @ $135.00

Radio
shown with
BLUE-MXT
Adapter

